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Abstract
Pursuing larger tunnelmagnetoresistance is a significant work to develop attractive spin-valve devices
for high-performance read heads of hard disk drives,magnetic randomaccessmemories, and
transistors. Here, we propose an ultra-giantmagnetoresistance reaching higher than 40 000%at room
temperature by using a spin valve of an armchair graphene nanoribbonwith double gate-controlled
potential barriers. The ultra-giantmagnetoresistance approximately 60 times larger than that of
traditionalMgO-barrier spin valves is caused by an extraordinary current suppression in the
antiparallelmode.Moreover, owing to the concept of the gate-voltage barrier, the proposed system
provided not only lower complexity of the fabricating standard but also longer endurance of the
operation than traditional spin-valve devices.

1. Introduction

Magnetoresistive effect in spin-valve devices has attracted considerable attention in the emerging field of
spintronics because of its unique physicalmechanism andmagnetic properties [1–5]. Spin-valve devices have
been recognized to be applicable inmagnetic field-effect transistors [1, 6], magnetic sensors [7], read heads of
hard disk drives [7, 8], andmagnetic random accessmemories [4, 9, 10]. In general, themain structure of a
typical spin valve contains amagnetic tunnel junction (MTJ), which consists of two ferromagneticmaterials and
an insulator as themiddle spacer (F/I/F). In the past few years, several researchers have proposed that utilizing
crystalline insulators, i.e.magnesiumoxide (MgO), to replace the amorphous aluminumoxide can improve the
tunnelmagnetoresistance (TMR) ratio from70% to 180%at room temperature [9]. Remarkably, considering
the strict orientation of theMgO (001) barrier between the boundaries of the CoFeB compositions and the
tantalum layers, a high room-temperature TMR ratio of up to 604%at 300 K and 1144%at 5 Kwas obtained in
suchMTJ storage cells [11]. A superlatticeMTJ tried to approach a large TMRat an extremely low temperature
[5]. However,more high-precision fabrication technologies are required for the production of such nanoscale
multilayers. In addition, the degradation of theMgObarrier is another critical disadvantage that reduces device
lifetime [12].More recently, given the complex and strictmanufacturing process of the excellentMgObarrier,
several studies have successfully attempted the use of different insulatingmaterials, such as hexagonal boron
nitride (h-BN) [13], non-magnetic nanoparticles [7], andmolybdenumdisulfide (MoS2) [14], as the tunneling
barrier inMTJswith the expectation of simplification and structural stability, but the TMR ratios are lower than
that ofMgO-barrierMTJs.

Graphene, with its two-dimensional honeycomb lattice of carbon atoms, has been an attractive new class for
its particular physical characteristics and promising applications in nanoelectronics and optoelectronics
[15–17]. Edge states in graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) strongly affect the operation ofmagnetic transport
[18–20]. In the state-of-the-art field, the exploration of spintronics in graphene-based devices has become
increasingly popular [21–24]. Although previous studies have theoretically shown that lateral spin valves with
GNRs reach extensivemagnetoresistance (MR) at low temperatures [25, 26], the experiment results have
reported the reduction of theMRmagnitude in a similar structure to only 12% at room temperature [27, 28].
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Little investigation has been donewith regard to the consistency between the theoretical and the experimental
results at room temperature. Recent works have reported a new paradigm forGNR spin valves with an insulator
barrier constructed by a two-dimensionalmaterial, such as h-BN. The structure is similar to that in typicalMTJs
with theMR value of less than 100% [29, 30]. However, the h-BNbarrier devices suffer from roughness, defects,
and fabrication issues.Moreover, theMR ratios of such devices are significantly lower than theMR ratio of a
typicalMgO-basedMTJ.Hence, thus far, extensive research efforts have been aimed at achieving not only a
lower fabricating standard and longer operating lifetime but also higherMRperformance for the applications of
graphene spintronic devices.

In this article, a room-temperatureMR ratio of above 40 000% in an armchair graphene nanoribbon
(aGNR) spin valve with gate-controlled potential barriers is proposed, which is approximately 60 and 400 times
of theMRvalues inMTJs and aGNR spin valves, respectively. The ultra-giantMR is caused by a restrained
current about a hundredth of the original in the antiparallel configuration, utilizing themanipulation of the
transmission band. The proposedmethod is demonstrated by theoretical [31, 32] and experimental [27, 28]
works. Comparedwith the high-qualityMgO and traditional crystal insulators, this work adopts amore effective
method to simplify the fabrication and enhance the endurance of the devices through the gate-controlled
potential barriers [33–35].

2.Model and formulation

Adouble-barrier spin valve and a lateral aGNR as the electronic transport channel are considered, as shown in
figure 1(a). Thewidth of the aGNR is denoted asW. The top non-gated and gated segments infigure 1(a),
denoted asA andB, respectively, indicate the non-magnetic aGNRof potentialVA=0with the distance between
two barriers dA and potential barriersVBwith thickness dB. Tunable voltage gates can achieve the variations of
potential barriersVB and lengths, dA and dB. The left and right yellow-block segments denoted as source (S) and
drain (D) electrodes, respectively, represent ferromagnetic insulators such as EuO that can inducemagnetization
vectors on the aGNR channel as two ferromagnetic aGNR (FG) electrodes. The black arrows indicate the
magnetization of FG in either parallel (P) or antiparallel (AP) configurations along the z-direction, thereby
forming an exchange splitting energy D( )ex by proximity-induced effects [36, 37]. The applied transverse voltage
between electrode S and electrodeD, denoted asVSD, is responsible for tunneling the current from the source to
the drain.Note that the aGNR channel length of at least 5 nm is reserved to assure a sufficient transport region.

Figure 1. (a) Schematic representation of a lateral aGNR spin valvewith double gate barriers. The blue electrodes represent the top
gates that induce squared potential barriersVB on aGNR. Potential profiles and dispersion relation in each section are shown in the
lower sketch. Bandgap 2E0 at theDirac cone based on the armchair edge state causes the nonlinear dispersions. The proximity-
induced exchange splitting exerts on graphene, leading to the spin-up and spin-down states of dispersion. Schematic representations
of the spin-dependent energy states for ferromagnetic electrodes in the (b)P and (c)AP configurations. The red and blue segments
represent the energy states of the spin-up and spin-down electrons. The solid and dashed arrows indicate the allowed and prohibited
transport of the spin-polarized electrons in the system, respectively.
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In a low-energy analysis of spin-dependent carriers near theK point, the two-dimensional Dirac
Hamiltonian [15] can be expressed as follows:

s z= + - Dˆ ˆ · ˆ ( ) ( )H v p U x , 1F ex

where = » -v at3 2 10 m sF
6 1 is the Fermi velocity, s s s s=ˆ ( ), ,x y z denotes the Paulimatrix,

=ˆ ( )p p p, , 0x y is the in-planemomentumoperatorwith two components, andU(x) is the electrostatic
potential. z = + z = -( ) denotes the spin-up (spin-down) index, andDex is the component of exchange
splitting on the FG electrodes with the proximity-induced effect.

The solution to the two-dimensional Dirac equation Y = YH E is Y = Y Yr r r( ), ,A B T whereT is the transpose
of thematrix,A andB are the sublattices of graphene, and r =  , denote the spin orientations. Due to the
translational invariance along the y-direction, thewave function is written as yY =r r( ) ( )( ) ( ) ·x y x, e .A B A B k yi y

Therefore, the details of the general solution to the above equationwith spin components in the jth segment can
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dj is the length of each jth segment, and n is the total number of

layers. The transmission of spin electrons passing through the entire system is given by = -rr ( )T E 1
∣ ∣m m .21 22

2 According to the Landauer–Buttiker formalism [38], the spin-polarized currents for the spin-up or
spin-down transport can be expressed as follows:
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1 are the Fermi–Dirac
distributions on the S and theD, respectively. mS and mD denote the chemical potentials of the S and theD,
respectively, and theMR ratio is defined as = -( )I I IMR ,P
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P AP P AP is the
total current. In the case of aGNRs, the quantized transversemomentum, denoted as ky,m, is a unique property
due to the boundary conditions of theGNR edge state. An aGNR can bemetallic, ky,m=0, or semiconducting,

p=∣ ( )∣k m m W3 ,y wherem=1, 2, 4, 5, 7,K Ï3 is an integermultiple of the lattice constant, as given in the
[31].W is thewidth of the aGNR. Therefore, the half-bandgap can be obtained as   p= =( )E v k v W1 3F y F0

with thefirst-order transversemomentum  ( )k 1 ,y andm is selected as 1.

3. Results and discussion

Figures 1(b) and (c) show the energy states of two FG electrodes in the double-barrier aGNR spin valve. Because
of the edge state and exchange splitting, the origins of the energy states on both FG electrodes split into

- DE0 ex + D( )E0 ex for the spin-up (spin-down) electrons [37], where E0 is the half-bandgap of the aGNR.
The red and blue vertical arrows represent the spin-up and spin-down electrons, respectively. In traditional
graphene-based spin valves, i.e. FG/NG/FG, the energy windowbetween - DE0 ex + D( )E0 ex andEF of the
spin-up (spin-down) electrons is always conductive in the P configuration because of the non-barrier spacer
[25]. In the samemanner, the energywindows of both types of spin-polarized electrons begin at + DE0 ex in the
AP configuration, because there are no corresponding states before + DE0 ex on the drain electrode, as shown
infigure 1(c). The conductive and non-conductive properties are able to be controlled in each energy range by
combining different barriers in themiddle spacer. The concept is similar to the band structure in periodic
multilayers [5, 26, 39]. In this work, all the transport of the spin-polarized electrons between the energywindow

+ DE0 ex andEF can be designed to be forbidden by adjusting the double-barrier junction (see discussion in
figure 4). However, the electron transport of the spin-up polarization presents an unobstructed penetration
within the energy range, - DE0 ex to + DE ,0 ex only for the P configuration (discussion infigure 4(a)). This
phenomenon can be related to the resonant tunneling by quantum-well states in the central spacer [10] and the
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difference in the spin splitting states. Thus, when the spin channel of transmission is designedwithin the energy
window - D + D[ ]E E, ,0 ex 0 ex the transport of the spin-up electron is transmitted in the P configuration, as
seen infigure 1(b). That is, the spin-up polarization predominates a high proportion in the Pmode tomaintain
themajor currentflow. In contrast, because such an energywindow is nonexistent in the AP configuration, both
propagations of the spin-up and spin-down electrons are restricted in the APmode, as illustrated infigure 1(c).

Figure 2(a)quantitatively shows theMReffect for altering the distance between twobarriersdA, where the
others parameters areVA=0mV,VB=280mV,VSD=1mV,Dex=20meV, chemical potential mD=
E0=110.3meV, m m= + eV ,S D SD and temperatureT=300 K. Thefigure shows that themaximumMRratio
exceeds 40 000% in the double-barrier structurewith a dA value of 7.5 nmand a dB valueof 12.6 nm, as indicated
by the red curve infigures 2(a) and (b), respectively. ThemaximumMRpeaks are indicated by the red arrows in
figure 2. The system stillmaintains goodoperational efficiencywith highMRratioswhen aminor error occurs in
thedevice size. The features of the spin-polarized current are clearly shown infigure 2(b) to explain the reason for
the largeMR ratio. Infigure 2(b), the graph shows that the hugeMR is inducedby an extremely low current valley
which is indicated by the yellowarrow. The spin-up current is almost insusceptiblewith the distance variation in
theP configuration.The entire system is providedwith a large resistance owing to the limited conductionof the
electronpenetration in theAP configuration.The result can beobtainedwith the constriction bands of spin-
polarized electrons controlled by thedouble-barrier junction. In the P configuration, the resistance of the system
modulates extremely little because of the resonance effect. Thephenomenonof theMRchange conforms to the
standard requirement for typical spin-valve devices [9, 11]. However, to the best of our knowledge, highMReffects
are usually determinedby the enhancement of theP-mode tunneling current rather than the restraint of theAP-
mode current in a traditional resonance system.Themechanismof the enhancedAP resistance to induce an ultra-
giantMReffect is considerably rare comparedwith themechanismof a typical double-barrier structure. This is the
main reason for the giantMRvalue obtained in this study.A special case,figure 2(c) shows anordinaryMRratio in
a non-barrier structurewithdB=0 nm. In this situation, the system turns into a traditional spin valvewithout
barriers.Using such amodel, our results have been validated by the theoreticalworks [31, 32]. Experimentally, the
lateral graphene-based spin valve exhibitedMRratios of up to 10%and 9.4% in [27, 28], respectively [27, 28]. In
figure 2(c), themodel shows consistent results of theMRratio in theprevious experimentalworks. The green solid
curvefits with the corresponding parameters of [27]. The simulatedMR ratio of asmuch as 9.6%has an error of
approximately 4.2% in the experimental results. The blue solid curvefits with the corresponding parameters of
[28], where the simulatedMRratio of 11.7%has an error of approximately 19.7%.

Figure 2. (a)Room-temperatureMR ratio versus distance between two barriers dAwithVB=280 mV. (b) Spin-polarized current and
MR ratio versus distance between two top gates dAwith fixed dB=12.6 nm. The red arrows indicate theMRpeaks. (c) Spin-polarized
current andMR ratio versus dAwithfixed dB=0 nm. The green and blue solid lines represent the correspondingMR ratio obtained
by the proposedmethodwhen all of the parameters except dA are considered in [27, 28], respectively. The rectangle and the triangle
marks indicate the experimental results presented in [27, 28], respectively. The scales of dA in the green and blue lines are 10 and
20 times as large as those on the original x-axis. The parameters of the system areVA=0 mV,VSD=1 mV,Dex = 20 meV,
mD = 110.3 meV, andT=300 K.
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Then,figure 3(a) shows the relationship betweenMR and the gated potential barrier with different distances
between the two barriers. The spin polarization of theMR variation exhibits oscillatory behavior as a function of
the gate voltage. The oscillation peaks are particularly high in the junctionwith the gate potential, where the
individual resonant states are active in resonance. ThemaximumMRpeaks are situated in the region between
the gate voltages of 250 and 300 mV. Figure 3(b) shows the variations ofMRwith respect to the thickness of each
barrier. All of theMR curves drop rapidly when dB shifts away from12.6 nm, and themaximumMRvalue
appears when the thicknesses of the barrier are close to 12.6 nm.Moreover, theMR ratio shows the same order
ofmagnitude for dA=3 nmand dA=7.5 nmwithVB close to 250 mV. The current features for themaximum
MRratio of dB=12.6 nm are shown infigure 3(c). It is easy to observe a significant drop in the spin-polarized
current (as indicated by the yellow arrow) in theAP configuration, corresponding to the red line infigure 3(b). In
contrast to the double-barrier junctions, the situation of the current reduction is not evident when dA=0 nm, as
indicated by the blue arrow infigure 3(d) and the green curve infigure 3(b). The system turns into a traditional
single-barrier spin valve. TheMR ratio of approximately 850% can be attributed to the lack of an operative cavity
to generate effective resonance effects in the transmission spectra (see discussion infigure 4). Furthermore, the
current features are caused by theKlein tunneling [15] and the boundaries of the FG electrodes.

Tounderstand thephenomenaof current reduction and theMRvalue indepth, the transmission spectra in
thePandAPconfigurationswith variable barrier thicknesses are illustrated infigure4.The red lines indicate the
transmissionof themaximumMRcorresponding tofigure2.As shown infigure 4(a), it is clearly seen that the
transmission reveals the complete and low transmission features that are causedby the resonance and the constriction
in thedouble-barrier resonator,which canbemodulated tooccur in the energy ranges - D + D[ ]E E,0 ex 0 ex and

+ D[ ]E E, ,F0 ex respectively.These transmissionswith thebarrier variation are related toboth thequantum-well
states formed in the central non-barrier spacer and the resonant tunneling through the entire system.These conditions
are themost important toprovide a significant contribution to the spin-polarized current.Thediscussedpeaks and
valleys shiftwith an increase in thebarrier size of the junctionbecause each spin-dependent transporthas individual
constriction and resonance conditions.Outside the resonance region, the transmissions are restrainedunder afinite
barrier potential dependingon themismatchof themomentumand the lengthof each segment. Indeed, sucha
mismatch canbe regulated througha combinationof themomentumin thedouble-barrier junction.When thebarrier
region is set, the transmissions are suppresseddrastically in addition to the resonance channel becauseof the strong
interference fromthe constriction states in the central spacer, as shown infigures 4(a)–(d).Noticeably, the longitudinal
momentumof thebarrierhas thena signopposite to that in theother regions.The green curvespresent the
transmissionproperties of the traditional graphene-based spin valveswith respect tofigure2(c). The transmission
restraint fails for anon-barrier case as a result of theKlein tunneling. In addition, the transmission is unable to generate

Figure 3. (a)Room-temperatureMR ratio versus potential barrierVBwith fixed dB=12.6 nm. (b)MRratio versus thickness of each
barrier dBwithVB=280 mV. (c) Spin-polarized current andMR ratio versus thickness of each barrier dBwithfixed dA=7.5 nm.
(d) Spin-polarized current andMR ratio versus dBwith fixed dA=0 nm. The red, yellow, and blue arrows indicate the conditions of
themaximumMR. The other parameters are the same as those infigure 2.
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the constriction and the resonance if the thicknesses of thebarriers are insufficient. Figure 4(e) shows thedifference in
theFermi–Diracdistribution m m- - -( ) ( )f E f E .S S D D According to the current integration fromequation (2), the
superpositionof the transmission and theFermi–Dirac functiongreatlydetermines themagnitudeof the currents.
Furthermore, thepeakof theFermi–Dirac function and the resonance channel are locatedprecisely in the energy
window - D + D[ ]E E,0 ex 0 ex to generate a large spin-polarized current in thePconfiguration, as shown in
figures 4(a) and (e).However, the energy statesof the spin-upand spin-downelectrons in theAPmodeand the spin-
downelectrons in thePmodeoriginate from + DE0 ex on thebasis of themagnetization configuration and the
exchange splittingof the spin. Sucha resonance channel is unable to exist for the samespin-up transport owing to the
APconfigurationof themagnetization, as illustrated infigure4(c). Thus, the spin-up transport contributes extremely
less to theAP-mode current in the system, as seen infigure 1(c). It is found that only the transport of the spin-up
polarizationmainlydominates theP-mode current. Similarly, the spin-down transport is limited inboth thePandAP
configurations.Therefore, to furtherobtainhigherMRratios, it is necessary todecrease the spin-polarized current in
theAPconfiguration.The constrictive transmissions and the lower thermal-broadeningFermi–Dirac functionoverlap
in the entire energywindowof theAPmode.The transmissions shouldbe controlled tobe considerably small in theAP
configuration togenerate extremecurrent suppression.These exceptional current features corresponding to the
transmission spectra canbedescribedby the energy states, as illustrated infigures 1(b) and (c).

This discussion explains theproperties of ultra-giantMRratio,which canbe larger than that of typical spin-valve
systems in thisGNR-based spin valve [11, 27–29]. Thenumber and the locationof resonance channels are themain
factors that greatly influence themagnitudeofMR. In thepresent investigation, the resonance channel that appeared
onlybetween twoproximity-induced splitting states generated ahuge resistancedifferencewith a change in the
magnetization configuration. Suchamechanism is the characteristic for themaximumMRvaluewith a variationof
thebarrier region in the junction.When the trend is correlatedwith the thickness increase in the central spacer, the
bandsof thequantum-well states between twobarriers are compressed.The resonance channels canbeobserved in the
energywindowof theAPmode. It is noted that the restrictionof the spin-polarized current in theAPconfiguration
maynotbe able toproduce thebestpossible effectiveness.Thus, theperformanceof theMRratio is ordinary.This
result is principally attributed to the larger smoothingof theFermi–Dirac function athigh temperatures.To sumup,
theprincipal contributors to theultra-giantMReffect are themodulationof the appropriate resonance and
constriction states, causing the significant variationof the resistance in thePandAPconfigurations.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, anultra-giantMReffect at roomtemperature in adouble gate-barrier aGNRspin valve is investigated.
The result shows ahugeMRratiohigher than40 000%,which is approximately 400 times that in the graphene-based

Figure 4.Transmission spectra in the P configuration of (a) spin-up and (b) spin-down electrons with different thicknesses of barrier
dBwhen dA=7.5 nm. Transmission of (c) spin-up and (d) spin-down electrons in theAP configuration. The red (blue) arrow
represents the spin-up (spin-down) polarized electrons in the system. The energy windowof the spin-polarized electrons is shaded in
yellow. (e) Function of Fermi–Dirac distribution -f fS D on the S and theD electrodes. The other parameters are the same as those in
figure 2.
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spin valves.We found that theultra-giantMRachieves a value approximately 60 times larger inmagnitude than the
MRratio of conventionalMTJ spin valves byusing a strong current restriction in theAPconfiguration.These results
are attributed to themechanismof transmission and theFermi–Diracdistribution, depending on themodulationof
the resonance effect. ThemaximumMRcanbeobservedunder the conditionofdA=7.5 nm,dB=12.6 nm, and
VB=280mV,where the current is drastically reduced toonly ahundredthof the original value in theAPmode.
However, the transport of the spin-up electrons exhibits higher transmission through the entire system in theP
configurationbecauseof the resonance.Remarkably, theMRratio is stillmore than104%when small variations
occur in thedouble-barrier junction. Furthermore, given that the barriers are generatedby voltage gates insteadof
traditional crystal insulatormaterials, the structure showshigherflexibility, stability, anddurability. The graphene-
based spin valveswith the gatedbarriers provide anultra-giantMR that canbe applied tohigh-efficiency spintronics
devices, includingnovel storagememories, read-head applications,magnetic sensors, and spin transistors.
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